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Abstract: In the context of Industry 4.0 and smart manufacturing, production factories are increasingly
focusing on process optimization, high product customization, quality improvement, cost reduction,
and energy saving by implementing a new type of digital solutions that are mainly driven by Internet
of Things (IoT), artificial intelligence, big data, and cloud computing. By the adoption of the cyber–
physical systems (CPSs) concept, today’s factories are gaining in synergy between the physical
and the cyber worlds. As a fast-spreading concept, a digital twin is considered today as a robust
solution for decision-making support and optimization. Alongside these benefits, sectors are still
working to adopt this technology because of the complexity of modeling manufacturing operations
as digital twins. In addition, attempting to use a digital twin for fully automatic decision-making
adds yet another layer of complexity. This paper presents our framework for the implementation of a
full-duplex (data and decisions) specific-purpose digital twin system for autonomous process control,
with plastic injection molding as a practical use-case. Our approach is based on a combination of
supervised learning and deep reinforcement learning models that allows for an automated updating
of the virtual representation of the system, in addition to an intelligent decision-making process for
operational metrics optimization. The suggested method allows for improvements in the product
quality while lowering costs. The outcomes demonstrate how the suggested structure can produce
high-quality output with the least amount of human involvement. This study shows how the digital
twin technology can improve the productivity and effectiveness of production processes and advances
the use of the technology in the industrial sector.

Keywords: digital twin; smart manufacturing; deep reinforcement learning; twin delayed DDPG
algorithm; PPO algorithm; manufacturing process optimization

1. Introduction
1.1. Background and Motivation

The term “Smart Manufacturing” refers to an approach in the manufacturing industry
that seeks to combine information technology (IT) and operational technology (OT) in order
to develop a production system that is more integrated [1], efficient, and responsive [2].
Digital twin is one of the main technologies that makes smart manufacturing possible (DT).

The definition of a digital twin (DT) originated in the aerospace industry and was
originally described as the interactive equivalent of the physical system.

Nowadays, the idea of DT is starting to thrive in production. Going in this path, DT
has taken on the role of tracking the overall life cycle of goods [3] or industrial processes [4].
Such advancements support remote sensing and the real-time control and monitoring of
equipment and cyber–physical manufacturing elements through network infrastructures,
and, thus, provide more direct alignment and coordination between the physical and the
virtual worlds.
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Several benefits can be derived from the adoption of the DT concept in organizations,
and, in particular, the manufacturing sector [5], which provides advantages in an environment
in which industrial players are forced to react more quickly, reduce their costs, show great
flexibility [6], and be able to predict changes in their business. The aerospace and defense sec-
tors are examples of sectors where the digital twin concept is deployed more. The automotive
industry is one of the industries that still need further effort in DT integration.

Despite the diversity of the literature interpretation and definition of the DT concept,
which can, furthermore, be very different depending on the sector concerned or on the
intended application [7], many researchers share a common understanding of the existence
of three levels of DT integration. According to developmental complexity, DT can be
sub-categorized as follows: (1) a digital model which represents a static representation of
the physical laws of the real system. It is mainly used for offline simulation and scenario
studies. (2) A digital shadow is defined as a model that is continuously updated with sensor
data [8]. The necessary data are collected by the real system, and these data allow for the
virtual model to have a state closer to reality and not to stop on theoretical- or physical-law
encoding modeling. This more precise model can be defined as a true DT. (3) A digital twin
is where advanced analytics or optimization [5] are computed at the virtual level and then
transferred back to the real system for optimization and functional improvement.

1.2. Research Contribution

During our exhaustive review of previous work in the field of manufacturing digital
twins, we were surprised to discover certain gaps that we address with innovative con-
tributions. First, while many approaches are proposed from a theoretical point of view
without placing particular emphasis on the industrialization phase nor on the adaptability
to various types of manufacturing processes, our methodology shifts away from traditional
models reliant on physical laws. Instead, we advocate a data-oriented approach that cap-
tures the complex behavior of manufacturing systems through real-time data, addressing
the need for adaptable solutions across various manufacturing processes. Second, where
some methodologies for digital twins are extremely rigid, our research introduces the
“Specific-Purpose Digital Twin”, focusing on achieving particular objectives such as im-
proving product quality or optimizing manufacturing parameters. This targeted approach
enhances the feasibility and value of digital twins in diverse contexts.

Third, we noted a lack of substantial research on the decision-making aspects of digital
twins. Our work fills this gap by integrating AI and machine learning for continuous
improvement and intelligent decision-making. We emphasize the importance of precise ma-
chine parameters and settings, underlining the critical role of process stability and product
quality. Our data-driven replica of the physical model and advanced traceability methods
for data collection and pre-processing ensure an effective link between process inputs and
quality outputs. By employing real-time predictions and model inference, our digital twin
adapts proactively to maintain an optimal production quality, demonstrating a significant
advancement over previous rigid and theoretical models. Thus, our paper provides a
novel, adaptable, and practical framework for deploying digital twins in manufacturing,
promising substantial improvements in efficiency, adaptability, and product quality.

1.3. Organization of the Paper

This paper is organized into six sections. Following the actual introduction section,
we attempt, in the second section, “Literature Review”, to present the results and under-
standings of our literature review. We derive two sections: in the first, we focus on a
review of general works related to the digital twin technology and its various applications.
The second part places more emphasis on research in the manufacturing subfield, and,
especially, on the plastic injection molding process and how it has been approached as a
digital twin use case. The third section of the paper describes our research methodology by
focusing on the different steps that should be followed to create an autonomous AI-enabled
digital twin for any kind of manufacturing processes. Modeling techniques like supervised
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learning, deep reinforcement learning, and optimization are examples of topics that are
detailed in this part. In the fourth section, attention is focused on the work results and
performance evaluation of the machine learning models, in addition to the validation of
the real-time optimization inference. In the fifth section, we interpret the results and their
implications. We also highlight some limitations of our methodology and how it can be
improved in future work. We then conclude this article by summarizing the research work
and main contributions, with a list of some additional applications of our approach.

2. Bibliographic Study on Digital Twin Technologies
2.1. Literature Review on the Digital Twin Technology and Its Applications

In our bibliographic study, we considered 70 research articles available as open-access
and published from 2013 to early 2023 on the theme “Digital Twin”. We then classified
them into four types: review, concept presentation paper, definition paper, or case study
(Figures 1 and 2). Looking deeper into these types of contribution, we could classify
the application area into eight areas, which are as follows: healthcare, layout planning,
maintenance, manufacturing, production planning and control, process design, product
lifecycle, and smart city (Figures 3 and 4).
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We could easily see that the highest number of related studies was conducted from the
end of the year 2019. Additionally, the number of conceptual studies and review articles was
greater than real case study articles until 2022, where we could see an advancement in case
studies compared to previous years. These positive changes in case studies contributions
may be linked to the recent accelerated digital strategies launched by various companies
and businesses across the world [9]; this would not have been possible before an in-depth
development of a concept well established in previous years.

The research landscape for digital twins in manufacturing is vast and dynamic, with
numerous studies proposing innovative strategies and methodologies. In [10], the authors
suggest a data-driven model connecting process factors to performance metrics in thermal
production, demonstrating increased effectiveness over current techniques. In [11], the
authors propose a data-driven architecture using machine learning and process mining
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to facilitate model creation and validation, thereby enhancing output and reducing costs.
In [12], the authors focus on automatically generating digital twins from data logs for
improved decision-making in supply chain management and production planning.

Ref. [13] delves into data ownership in industry, identifying reliable data sources for
metal-based product manufacturing, while Refs. [10,14] explore the integration of various
models into a digital twin for manufacturing, particularly LPBF, to enhance adaptability,
optimization, and uncertainty management. Ref. [15] introduces a real-time scheduling
technique for intelligent manufacturing, termed twins learning, which combines reinforce-
ment learning with digital twins to maximize efficiency and responsiveness.

Ref. [16] presents a novel digital twin integrated into a multi-agent CPS for anomaly
detection and bottleneck identification, improving human resource utilization rates by
30%. Ref. [17] suggests a digital twin combined with IoT for efficient fault diagnosis in safe
production systems. Ref. [18] improves production-progress prediction precision using a
digital twin model with a synchronous evolution based on dynamic sample data.

Ref. [19] presents a case study on digital twin applications in automobile fault pre-
diction, utilizing real-time sensor data for future failure predictions. Ref. [20] studied tool
wear prediction in milling machines using vibration data and a deep stacked GRU model.
Ref. [21] explored the use of augmented reality (AR) for digital twin data exploration and
control in CNC milling machines, enhancing operator interaction and monitoring.

Ref. [22] details the implementation of dynamic clamping and positioning in a diesel
engine cylinder head production line, developing a digital twin model for decision-making.
Ref. [23] models a machining process as digital-control features for machine tools’ design
improvement and operation optimization. Finally, Ref. [24] proposes a digital twin model
for closed-loop feedback optimization in aircraft spraying systems, improving planning
and operation efficiency through knowledge engineering and the OPC-UA protocol.

This body of work collectively advances the field of digital twins in manufacturing,
offering diverse approaches to enhance process control, efficiency, and adaptability across
various industry applications.

2.2. Related Work on Digital Twin for Injection Molding Process

Researchers have carried out numerous works related to the design and implemen-
tation of a DT in the specific area of the industrial injection molding process. Ref. [25]
presented a general connectivity and business value relationship between mold design,
mold manufacturing, and production process execution. In their work, they emphasized
the importance of connecting the three stages in order to share knowledge and benchmark-
ing. The work focused on information flow and data gathering without going further into
data mining or insight generation.

On other hand, Ref. [26] explores the benefits of a digital twin system in the monitoring
of the plastic injection molding of micro parts. They took on the complexity of ensuring
production quality in the micro-manufacturing industry as a challenge, which justified the
implementation of a digital twin facilitating data collection and process monitoring. As a
result, the work did not explore or study performance optimization or the decision-making
mechanism of the digital twin.

Ref. [27] investigated the degree of digitation and intelligence of the injection molding
industry in China, which showed low production performances. One of the main goals
of this work is to propose an industrial Internet system architecture as a solution for
smart-factory-based digital twins [28] in order to manage intelligent equipment, intelligent
production lines, workshops, factories, and formats.

The work presented in this article is well detailed from a connectivity point of view
and can be considered an excellent conceptual foundation for intelligent manufacturing
internet architecture. However, it is still far from being applicable in practice and requires
additional engineering steps.

On the other hand, such work would be classified as a conceptual connectivity ar-
chitecture, which is a different research field than our present work. In the present paper,
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we try to fill the research gap by focusing on the use of artificial intelligence and machine
learning techniques to develop an intelligent digital twin for automated decision machines.
To overcome the complexity of modeling the physical laws of the real system, we detail
our data-driven approach to create a big data technology based on special-purpose digital
twins coupled with supervised model training to learn the specific phenomenon. The
learned phenomenon is then predicted in real time and optimized for the case of deviation
using a deep reinforcement-learning algorithm.

3. Digital Twin Design Methodology
3.1. General Description

The current section describes our methodology for designing a transparent AI-based
digital twin for manufacturing processes. The goal of this data-driven approach is to go
beyond the standard methodology described in several research studies which asserts
the need to model the physical laws of the real system within the virtual representation.
Today’s complex manufacturing systems are difficult to model numerically using physical
equations and require a different type of behavior coding based on real-time data.

In a typical manufacturing line, one or several processes apply different transforma-
tions to an input material in order to reach the desired final product. This product should
validate the customer’s quality requirements. For such reasons, a good process design and
control should be established and maintained. Some of the core aspects of process stability
are mainly related to machine parameters and settings, settings that should be precisely
defined and constantly monitored to minimize deviations.

During the production flow, the physical system is made up of one or more process
steps that add value to the product. The product quality is also assessed after each step or
at the end of the production flow using automated inspection systems [29] or, in some cases,
human-based inspection. A product’s quality inspection process (with respect to quality
insurance) is used to make several types of measurements for the production specification.

The process output quality (“product quality”) is generally impacted positively or
negatively by any improper changes to the raw material, the production environment, the
work methodology, the machine parameters, or the machine conditions. For the cases of
complex industrial processes where little human intervention is needed, production quality
depends to a large extent on the processing parameters (machine parameters), especially
when dozens or even hundreds of processing variable inputs are involved. A large number
of manufacturing parameters makes it difficult or impossible for humans to perceive and
master. In Figure 5, we presents the architecture of our proposed specific-purpose DT.

Digital Shadow Section:

Data Ingestion and Processing:
This area manages the input of real-time process and product data, including batch and
sensor data. The data are processed and prepared for further analysis using data cleaning,
aggregation, and preprocessing techniques.
Supervised Learning Model Training:
Taking data as batches (in a periodic manner), the machine learning models are trained with
the ingested data to predict product quality as process outcomes. The models are updated
continuously with new data to keep the latest representation of the physical-system behavior.
Inference Model for Real-Time Prediction of Production Quality:
The trained models are used to make real-time predictions about production quality.
Decision Engine Section:
Deep Reinforcement Learning Environment:
This area represents an environment where deep reinforcement learning (DRL) models are
trained through interactions with the supervised learning models. These models are used
to make decisions that optimize the manufacturing process (taking the quality optimization
as the “specific-purpose” of this DT example).
Deep Reinforcement Learning Training:
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This is the training phase for the DRL models where they learn to make decisions that
will eventually optimize production quality and process efficiency. The training phase of
the DRL models is triggered once a new environment is created (new supervised learning
model generated).
Optimization Inference Section:
DRL Inference Model:
The trained DRL model is deployed in this section to make inferences. The inference at this
stage means the proposal of process adjustment settings to achieve a better product quality.
Processing Settings Optimization:
Based on the inferences made by the DRL model, the processing settings of the manufactur-
ing equipment can be optimized.
Integration of Changes Within the Physical System:
This is the most valuable part where the “autonomy” arises. The optimized process settings
propagate down to the physical system through the “write” methods of the industrial
communication protocols (OPC UA/MAQTT).
Deviation from Quality Target:
To guide the decision model, a function that computes the difference between the predicted
product quality and the quality targets is established, providing continuous feedback for
further optimization.
Part-Level/Batch-Level Traceability System:
The goal of this system is to maintain the records of each part (part-level) or batch (batch-
level) through the manufacturing process for quality assurance and traceability.
Feedback Loop:
This is the mechanism by which the system learns and improves over time. The parts’
quality results and production quality assessment feed back into the system to refine the
decision-making models.
Connectivity and Data Flow:

Various types of data flows are represented by different colored lines:

• Blue lines indicate material flow through the process steps.
• Green lines show traceability data flowing through the system.
• Purple lines suggest actions taken in the physical system based on the optimization.
• Orange lines represent cleaned and processed data flowing to the prediction model.
• Black lines indicate the generated supervised model (that serves as a DRL environment).
• The gray lines indicate the internal model’s variable exchanges.

3.2. The “Specific-Purpose Digital Twin” as Key for Fast Adoption

In today’s factories, the adoption and implementation of concrete digital twin solutions
is still rare despite the rapid spread of the theoretical concept. According to the literature,
such slow adoption is due to the existence of conceptual ambiguities in addition to several
implementation challenges.

A general-purpose DT requires a full and “loyal” representation of the physical system
regardless of the searched value and usage [30]. This breaks the feasibility of such project at
the first modeling constraint (e.g., modeling the physical laws behind a complex industrial
machine). Once we try to overcome such challenges by simplifying the large constraints
(skipping the physical aspects that cannot be modeled), we get confronted by the loss of
fidelity and the drop in accuracy and value.

Making the DT concept more purpose-specific is our core idea behind this work in
order to narrow the implementation target while increasing the expected value and making
it more accurate.

In this direction, improving product quality, reducing process energy consump-
tion [31], and optimizing the manufacturing process parameters [32] become examples of
goals that require a specific design and implementation of a digital twin. By this, a specific-
purpose digital twin becomes a system that is designed to achieve a specific objective or
function. In this way, it becomes affordable to model a function of a system instead of
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modeling the entire system. In the present study, we demonstrate our approach on a real
case where we try to model and implement an autonomous DT for a manufacturing process
(plastic injection molding as a use case), taking as target the optimization of process values
to get the optimal production quality.
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3.3. Data Collection and Pre-Processing

Our approach makes usage of the traceability concept for the process and quality
inspection data collection. This ensures accurate mapping between process inputs “ad-
justment process values” and process output “product quality measurements” through a
product or batch identification. Several product/lot identification techniques are used in
manufacturing today; the most common ones can be categorized as below:

Parts identification by labels: This technique makes usage of label printers to create
1D or 2D codes that are stuck on each product or batch for later identification. The goal
is typically to hold basic information such as the production date and time, the product’s
unique ID, and any additional information that can help identify and trace the product in
later processing steps. Such labels can also hold textual identification of the product.

Parts marking: Unlike the previous technique which creates a new element to stick
onto the product, part marking uses the surface of the product itself to hold the information
using inkjet or laser marking. This technique is very useful for parts where the presence of
labels can affect product quality or can simply be damaged during further manufacturing
steps (e.g., hot environment, harsh manipulation, etc.).
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Parts wireless sensing: Modern techniques like RFID product tracking are widely used
in production facilities where the product should hold active information. Identification us-
ing an RFID tag can allow us to read/write the identifier’s content based on the processing
condition, which makes it more adapted to flexible production lines [33].

Virtual tracking: This is used for some special types of products where no additional
labels can be held or where no surface marking or smart tags are used. Virtual tracking can
be ensured using the manufacturing PLC (programmable logic controller) as a memory-
based transfer of part identifiers (part IDs). This concept is based on machine-to-machine
communication where each cycle-start triggers the creation of a new unique part identifier.
The virtual identifier is transferred using legacy data communication between manufac-
turing steps during the flow of production parts. This method becomes limited when the
parts should be physically transferred outside a connected production flow (e.g., shipped
to customers) [34]. In this case, mapping back a non-physically identified part to a past
virtual identification history becomes non-feasible.

For an effective traceability system design, the read/write step of product identification
should be supported at the entry and exit of each process step. This allows for a good
tracking and mapping of the processing parameters to the quality results of the product
through the corresponding unique identification.

3.4. Data-Driven Replica of the Physical Model

In the proposed AI-based digital twin with a specific-purpose approach, data are
collected from the production process and encapsulated with respect to traceability format
where keys represent product identifiers and columns with sub-columns represent the
process steps with the corresponding parameter values. Each product identifier row is
assigned the quality inspection results for each step (or the end-of-line global result).
This data flow is ensured through modern industrial internet standards and protocols,
mainly the OPC UA and MQTT for our practical architecture. The previously described
components ensure the bottom-up flow of data and information, which constitutes the first
part of the digital twin feedback loop.

The full flow of the real-time process and quality data is consumed by the digital
shadow according to different frequencies. One is the batch transfer of cleaned data to
re-train a supervised learning algorithm in order to learn the relationship between the
process values and the quality output. The training process is performed periodically to
keep an updated representation of the physical system with respect to a specific context.
The second flow “also called single-part data” is used for the real-time prediction and
model inference of new parts.

The trained machine learning model is then used for the real-time prediction of product
quality result. In a case where the predicted value is far from the target physical value, the
physical parameters must be adjusted to meet the targeted prediction, a step where the
optimization loop is triggered.

3.5. Deep Reinforcement Learning for Automated Decision-Making

The optimization inference is performed by the deep reinforcement learning model
which is trained to find the optimal policy to reach the best set of input parameters that
result in the desired product quality [35].

This strategy involves iterative adjustments and learning from the system’s perfor-
mance to continuously refine the manufacturing process, aiming for the highest-quality
outcomes. The model’s ability to adapt and optimize based on real-time data exemplifies
the power of integrating advanced AI techniques in industrial settings.

The DRL algorithm uses the supervised model as the training environment where
the observation space is composed from the manufacturing process values and the cor-
responding quality output. The action space is the set of discrete or continuous actions
performed to iterate over the parameter modifications, while the reword function is set to
maximize the model convergence to the best production quality. The present work explores
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two main RL algorithms, which are PPO (proximal policy optimization) and twin-delayed
deep deterministic policy gradient (or TD3).

This research delves into the intricacies and effectiveness of these advanced algorithms,
dissecting their mechanisms and potential impacts in enhancing decision-making processes
within sophisticated systems.

As far as our knowledge, this is the first digital twin-related work that explores the
performance of the twin delayed DDPG algorithm. Taking the gap between the real target
of the quality attribute and predicted value coming from the digital shadow, the DRL
inference model proposes the adjusted manufacturing input parameters to reach the best
production quality. This approach not only identifies discrepancies but actively works
to rectify them by suggesting optimal adjustments, thereby ensuring the manufacturing
process consistently meets the desired standards of quality.

The suggested values are then processed in the top–down flow in a feedback loop and
reach the physical machines through the IT/OT network, closing the loop of the full-duplex
digital twin system.

4. Digital Twin Implementation Methodology
4.1. Theoretical Background: Deep Reinforcement Learning

In the field of artificial intelligence, reinforcement learning (RL) is a promising class of
learning methods that address complex sequential decision-making challenges. The main
idea of RL algorithms is about providing an artificial agent with the ability to learn how
to behave in a given environment through trial-and-error interactions. Thus, the artificial
agent learns from interacting with the environment how to map situations into actions that
maximize the long-run numerical reward signal without having to assume full knowledge
of the environment.

Essentially, most RL algorithms are formalized using the Markov decision process
(MDP) [36,37]. An MDP is usually described by the tuple (S, A, P, R, γ), where S is the
state space and A denotes the state actions. P consists of the transition function such that
P(st, at, st+1) = p(st+1|st, at) is the transition probability from state st to the following state
st+1 taking action at. Finally, R stands for the reward function, and γ is the discount factor.
Formally, RL refers to the process by which an artificial agent learns an optimal policy π for
solving MDP problems. At each time step t, the agent interacts with the environment by
applying an action at according to the policy π, and the environment returns the next state
st+1 and the reward rt+1. Using the experience gathered, the agent updates its policy such
that the expected reward is maximized.

Based on the methods used, reinforcement learning can be broadly divided into value-
based reinforcement learning and policy gradient algorithms. Value-based approaches
learn the optimal policy by optimizing the value function. On the other hand, policy
gradient algorithms learn the optimal policy through computing policy gradients.

4.1.1. Value Optimization

Value-based reinforcement learning typically involves alternating between estimating
the state-value function under the current policy and optimizing the policy with the
estimated value function. The state-value function Vπ(s) is defined as the expected return
when starting in state s and acting according to policy π:

Vπ(s) = E[Rt|st = s] (1)

From the definition of the expected return, the optimal value function can be defined as:

V∗(s) = max
πϵΠ

Vπ(s) (2)

Similarly, the state-action value function or quality function Qπ(s, a) is defined as the
expected return starting in state s, taking action a, while following policy π. This function
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provides a more complete estimate since it includes the action to perform for an arbitrary
state. The state-action value function can be expressed as follows:

Qπ(s, a) = E[Rt|st = s, at = a] (3)

In the same way, the optimal Q-value function can be expressed as follows:

Q∗(s, a) = max
πϵΠ

Qπ(s, a) (4)

Therefore, the optimal policy can be obtained directly based on the previous equation:

π∗(s) = argmax
aϵA

Q∗(s, a) (5)

Typical value-based algorithms include TD learning [38], Q-learning [39], and their variants.

Q-Learning Methods

The Q-learning algorithm introduced by Watkins (1989) is considered to be the basic
and common technique for estimating the Q-value function. It consists of representing the
Q-values in a lookup table in which each state–action pair has one entry. This setting makes
use of the Q-learning limited to finite and discrete action–state spaces. Thus, for addressing
more complex and relatively large-scale problems, function approximation approaches are
required to represent the Q-value function.

Deep Q-Network (DQN)

The Deep Q-Network (DQN) [40] uses a deep neural network (DNN) to approxi-
mate the value function Q(s, a) with a parameterized value function Q(s, a, θ) satisfying
Q∗(s, a) ≈ Q(s, a, θ). Thus, the optimal value function Q∗(s, a) is learned by minimizing
the following loss function:

Li(θi) = E
[(

r + γmaxQ
(
s′, a′, θi−1

)
−Q(s, a, θi)

)2
]

(6)

where θ refers to the neural network parameters.
Combining the RL with the DNN provides robustness and better performance over

a wide range of complex decision-making tasks. However, this combination induces
some disadvantages such as the instability of the learning process and nonstationary data
distribution. For handling these issues, the DQN makes use of two key components, namely,
the replay buffer and the target network. The replay buffer provides learning stability by
storing experience transitions and then sampling them uniformly to update the policy. The
target network is a separate network parameterized using a copy of the regular network
and updated in a delayed manner to avoid the problem of nonstationary data distribution.

4.1.2. Policy Optimization
Policy Gradient (PG) Methods

Policy gradient (PG) methods are commonly used model-free policy search algorithms,
optimizing a policy with a gradient estimator of the expected return [41].

In contrast to value-based methods, policy gradient methods directly optimize the
agent’s policy without learning the value function [42]. They consists of representing
the stochastic policy by a parametric probability distribution πθ(a, s) = P[a|s; θ]; then,
an estimator of the expected return gradient with respect to θ is obtained from sample
trajectories. Finally, by adjusting the policy parameters in the direction of the estimated
gradient, the policy is updated with respect to the below surrogate performance objective:

LPG(θ) = Êt
[
log πθ(at|st)Ât

]
(7)
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where Ât is the estimated advantage function of state s and action a in time step t. Generally,
it is equal to the discounted rewards minus a baseline estimate. Intuitively, the baseline
estimate is replaced by the value function V(s). Thus, the advantage function provides a
measure of comparison for each action to the expected return following policy π.

Deterministic Policy Gradient (DPG)

The deterministic policy gradient is a special case of the stochastic policy gradient
(SPG) [43] described above. While in the SPG the policy function πθ(a, s) is represented
by a probability distribution, the DPG instead models the policy as a deterministic action
a = µθ(s). In this sense, the DPG extends the standard policy gradient theorems to
deterministic policies under certain conditions [44]. By integrating only over the state
space, the DPG can be defined as the expected gradient of the action-value function [43,44].
From a practical point of view, the gradient in the deterministic case can be estimated much
more efficiently than in the stochastic case, requiring fewer samples, especially if the action
space has many dimensions.

A key challenge of policy gradient methods is about estimating the proper step size to
perform policy updates; small values may negatively impact the convergence rate, while
large values may imply the oscillation divergence of the policy. Since most PG-based
methods suffer from the step size pitfall, a trade-off between learning speed and learning
stability is still a promising area to explore for improving PG methods.

Trust Region Methods

To further improve PG-based methods, the trust region policy optimization (TRPO)
method, an extension of the policy gradient method, was developed. It consists of imposing
a trust region constraint onto the objective function to control the step size of the policy
update using the Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence [45]. The use of a KL divergence
constraint limits the difference between successive policies, which leads to monotonic
performance improvements [46]. The objective function of TRPO is given by:

max
θ

Êt

[
πθ(at|st)

πθold(at|st)
Ât

]
(8)

Subject to : Êt
[
KL

[
πθold(.|st), πθ(.|st)

]]
≤ δ (9)

where πθold is the old policy before updating, and πθ is the new policy.
Despite its good performance and stability, TRPO is still a complicated algorithm since

it relies on second-order approximations, which makes it computationally expensive and
difficult to extend to complex network architectures.

Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO)

The proximal policy optimization (PPO) [47] is an enhancement of the TRPO algo-
rithm, adopting a clipped surrogate instead of using the KL divergence constraint to reduce
the TRPO complexity. The clipped surrogate function is obtained by approximating the
probability ratio between the actual policy and the old policy and then applying a clipping
range into the original objective function to prevent large policy updates. The PPO is
considered a simplified version of the TRPO, providing faster convergence, easier imple-
mentation, and better sample efficiency. The clipped surrogate objective function of the
PPO is expressed as follows:

LClip(θ) = Êt
[
min

(
rt(θ)Ât, clip(rt(θ), 1− ε, 1 + ε)Ât

)]
(10)

where the probability ratio rt(θ) is defined as:

rt(θ) =
πθ(at|st)

πθold(at|st)
(11)
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By clipping the objective function, the policy update is limited to prevent large changes.
Compared to the KL divergence [48], the surrogate objective of the PPO has been shown
to offer improved performance while constraining the step size update in a much simpler
manner, thus achieving state-of-the-art results on a variety of challenging reinforcement
learning tasks.

4.1.3. Actor–Critic Methods

The combination of value-based and policy-based optimization forms is one of the
most effective and popular architectures in reinforcement learning called actor–critic [49].
The actor network and the critic network are trained simultaneously by employing the
optimization of the value function as a baseline for policy improvement. The actor interacts
with the environment and learns to select the best actions using the critic’s feedback [50]. On
the other hand, the critic evaluates the actions selected by the actor network by estimating
the value function of the current state of the environment [44]. In doing so, the actor–
critic method absorbs the merits of both value-based and policy-based methods providing
improved stability and convergence allied with the ability to handle high-dimensional state
and action spaces in a robust way.

Advantage Actor–Critic (A2C)

One of the most popular and effective actor–critic variants is the synchronous advan-
tage actor–critic (A2C) [51] focusing on parallel training.

Figure 6 shows the architecture of a synchronous advantage actor–critic (A2C) (on the
left) and its asynchronous version (A3C) (on the right).
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A2C: This model has multiple agents (Agent 1 to Agent n) that interact with the
environment and send their experiences to a central critic (coordinator). The central critic
evaluates the actions of each agent based on a global policy (π(s)) and a value function
(V(s)), which estimates the expected return. This information helps the agents learn the
optimal policy.

A3C: Similar to A2C but asynchronous. Each agent has its own instance of the global
network and interacts with its own copy of the environment independently. The agents
asynchronously update a global network which also includes a policy and value function.
This allows for faster and more diverse learning since the experiences of the agents are
less correlated.

In the two versions, the learning is based on the actor–critic approach using an ad-
vantage function to update the policy. The advantage function represents the quality of
taking an action in the current state while considering the average expected return. The
two algorithms use parallelism to accelerate the learning process, and then all the agents
communicate with the global network also called the master node. The main difference
between A2C and A3C is that, for A2C, we have a coordinator that receives experiences
from all the agents, and once completed, it starts a one-step learning of the global network
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(the actor and the critic at the same time), thus providing a synchronous learning process
using one shared environment. On the other hand, in the A3C algorithm, the global net-
work is updated asynchronously by the agents that interact, each with its own copy of the
environment, and then send their experiences independently to the master node.

Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient (DDPG)

The deep deterministic policy gradient (DDPG) [52] is an extension of the DPG method
combining actor–critic and DQN algorithms to train a deterministic policy actor using a
learned estimate of the state–action value function provided by the critic. Compared to
other actor–critic methods, the DDPG shows improved stability and convergence by using
the two key components of the DQN, namely, the replay buffer and the target network. As
mentioned in the DQN section, the replay buffer is used for storing the agent’s experience
transitions and then sampling them uniformly to update the actor and critic networks. The
target networks stand for separate networks parameterized simultaneously with a copy
of the actor and critic networks and updated in a delayed manner to provide learning
stability. The DDPG consists of an iterative boucle of updating between the actor and critic
networks. The critic network is updated using sampled experiences from the buffer replay
by minimizing the following loss function:(

θQ
)
= E

[(
y−Q

(
s, a; θQ

))2
]

(12)

where y is the target value based on the target critic network and expressed as follows:

y = r + γQ′
(
s′, π′

(
s′; θπ′

)
; θQ′

)
(13)

where r is the immediate reward; θQ, and θQ′ are the parameters of the critic and target
critic, respectively. Similarly, θπ , and θπ′ are the parameters of the actor and target actor,
respectively.

On the other hand, the actor network updates its parameters by maximizing the
expected Q-value of the current policy:

L(θπ) = E
[
Q
(
s, π(s; θπ); θQ

)]
(14)

In addition, the DDPG uses a soft update for updating the target networks’ parameters:

θQ′ ← (1− τ)θQ′ + τθQ (15)

θπ′ ← (1− τ)θπ′ + τθπ (16)

where τ ≪ 1.

Twin Delayed DDPG (TD3)

The twin delayed deep deterministic (TD3) policy gradient algorithm [53] is an en-
hancement of the DDPG algorithm by introducing three key techniques to improve stability
and convergence. The combination of three powerful deep reinforcement learning methods,
namely, policy gradient, double deep Q-learning, and actor–critic, makes TD3 one of the
most robust and efficient actor–critic algorithms. First, TD3 incorporates the idea of clipped
double Q-learning by establishing two separate critic networks to compute the value of the
next state. Twin critic networks help reduce the overestimation of Q-values and improve
learning stability thanks to the clipping function. Second, it uses target policy smoothing
regularization which consists of adding a small amount of noise to the target policy to
smoothen the Q-value function and prevent overfitting. Finally, it applies delayed policy
updates to optimize the update of the actor and critic networks by updating the policy and
the target network less frequently than the critic network, which provides reduced variance
of the Q-value function.
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4.2. Industrial Use Case: Plastic Injection Molding
4.2.1. Problem Description

Our real-case application takes place in the plastic injection molding process of an
automotive manufacturing company. This selection was motivated by the analysis of the
market’s future development and trends. The growing demand for plastic components from
various end-use industries including automotive, packaging, home appliances, electrical
and electronics, and medical devices is anticipated to drive the market’s growth. The largest
sectors that make intensive use of the injection molding process are the automotive and
transportation, packaging, consumables, and electronics sectors. According to the Grand
View Research platform (Injection Molded Plastics Market Size Report, 2022), today’s
market size value is USD 303.7 billion, with a growth forecast of USD 423.7 billion in the
year 2030.

From a manufacturing perspective, the plastic injection molding process is a forming
operation using molds (Figure 7). A material, such as synthetic resin (plastic), is heated
and melted and then transferred to a mold where it is cooled to the desired shape. This
process owes its name to its resemblance to the injection of liquids using syringe. Plastic
injection takes place as follows: the material is melted and poured into the mold, where it
cools; then, the products are extracted and finished.
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Getting a stable production quality for molded parts requires great mastering of the
injection molding process. This is a common requirement for any manufacturing process
where the material, settings, methods, human, and medium each have their impact on the
stability of the process. At this stage, the molding parameter settings play a vital role and
must be monitored and optimized over time to achieve a stable product quality.

Below are some of the molding parameters that require special attention due to their
high impact on the quality output:

Mold Filling Time: This parameter is defined by the speed of the rotary injection screw.
It represents the time needed to fill the mold cavity with the melt plastic. The filling time
is a value that is influenced by a variety of factors like the mold design and the plastic
material type and properties. A long filling time can cause several quality issues including
warping, burning, or discoloration. On the other hand, a short filling time can lead to an
incomplete filling of the mold cavity, which gives an incomplete part or a part with voids,
sink marks, or other defects. It is, thus, crucial to optimize the discussed parameter.

Mold Temperature: The mold is the name of the tool used inside the injection machine to
hold and give the final shape to the injected part. It is generally made using a kind of steel
with a cavity inside to receive the melt material. The mold temperature is an important
parameter with a high impact on the product quality. This comes from the fact that it
directly influences the cooling time after the injection operation. In addition, the shrinkage
of the part and the final appearance are also aspects that are improved or degraded by the
adjustment of the mold temperature.
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Material Melt Temperature: This is a measure that represents the temperature at which
the plastic used in injection molding melts and can be injected into the mold. The material
melt temperature impacts product quality by affecting material flow, mold filling, and
drying time. Warping, sink lines, and holes can occur if the melt temperature is too high
or low. Thus, to produce high-quality molded parts with uniform qualities, material melt
temperature must be controlled.

Injection Cycle Time: This refers to the total amount of time it takes for the plastic
material to be injected into the mold, allowed to cool, and then released as a finished
product. Defects such as sinks, warps, and colorations are kinds of consequences of a
not-controlled cycle time [54]. The cycle time value is highly correlated with other aspects
of the injection molding like the cooling time and the mold filling time.

Mold Closing Force: Injection molding requires a certain level of power to close the
mold halves. The mold closing force affects product quality by affecting the mold parting
line, dimensional accuracy, and flare or burrs. A large force can cause the deformation of
the mold of cracks, while a low force can cause an incomplete closure of the mold, which
can lead to the occurrence of burrs and flashes.

Injection Pressure: When molten plastic gets injected into the mold, the “Injection
Pressure” parameter determines the pressure. Product quality is affected by injection
pressure, which affects mold filling behavior, parting line, and part dimensions. Incomplete
mold filling or gaps can occur if the filling pressure is too low. Otherwise, a high pressure
value can cause excessive flashes or burrs, damage the mold or machinery, and increase
production costs.

Other important parameters like the injected volume, the torque of the injection screw,
and more also play very important roles, and all should be controlled and optimized
continuously for a constant production quality and line performance.

4.2.2. Data Collection and Exploration

The dataset involved in this case study was collected through a traceability system
that was connected to several machines of the ANGEL brand, model CC-300. The data
exchange between the machines and the traceability system occurs via the integrated OPC
servers within the machine’s PLC (programmable logic controller). The data were collected
over several days; they represent the machine parameters (Table 1) and the related product
quality for 1451 produced items (of various production references).

Table 1. Preview of the training data collected and used in this study.

Index MOLD
TEMP FILL TIME PLAST

TIME
CYCLE
TIME

CLOSING
FORCE

CLAMP FORCE
PEAK

TORQUE
PEAK VAL

1 126.04 11.04 4.96 115.96 1412.05 1440.73 177.94

2 126.23 10.64 4.93 115.97 1399.81 1425.85 186.78

3 124.96 10.64 5.92 115.97 1374.7 1387.72 186.78

4 125.64 10.64 4.99 115.99 1399.81 1454.21 183.52

5 125.9 10.8 4.93 115.96 1411.59 1437.01 177.48

6 124.96 10.64 4.93 115.97 1363.09 1387.72 197.32

7 126.28 10.64 4.95 115.96 1374.7 1390.04 183.52

8 125.8 10.64 4.93 115.96 1408.33 1435.77 176.55

9 126.3 10.8 4.94 115.97 1366.33 1391.75 182.59

10 126.08 10.8 4.93 115.97 1427.04 1401.2 197.32

11 126.01 10.64 4.9 115.96 1371.13 1400.43 185.38
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Table 1. Cont.

Index MOLD
TEMP FILL TIME PLAST

TIME
CYCLE
TIME

CLOSING
FORCE

CLAMP FORCE
PEAK

TORQUE
PEAK VAL

12 124.96 11.04 4.93 115.97 1364.00 1398.6 183.52

13 126.11 10.8 4.94 115.96 1426.33 1435.77 162.13

14 124.64 10.8 4.94 115.97 1372.19 1390.04 181.2

15 126.23 10.8 4.94 115.97 1424.72 1454.21 186.78

Index TORQUE
MEAN VAL

BACK
PRESS

PEAK VAL

INJECT
PRESS

PEAK VAL

SCREW
HOLD POS

SHOT
VOLUME

QUALITY
INDEX

1 162.13 225.84 1431.74 13.69 29.03 0.128

2 162.6 229.56 1446.31 13.66 29.42 0.296

3 162.6 225.99 1436.08 13.58 29 0.288

4 162.6 226.3 1442.28 13.64 29.02 0.3

5 164.3 227.54 1437.94 13.69 29.05 0.168

6 162.6 227.39 1367.57 13.67 29.06 0.284

7 164.61 226.3 1367.57 13.7 29.03 0.28

8 162.6 226.3 1453.44 13.72 29.02 0.284

9 162.6 225.53 1445.22 13.72 29.02 0.168

10 161.67 228.78 1355.63 13.66 29 0.288

11 166.78 226.46 1427.4 13.69 29.03 0.28

12 144.31 228.78 1453.44 13.45 29.09 0.288

13 167.09 226.46 1453.44 13.64 29.03 0.212

14 165.1 227.85 1432.05 13.64 29.09 0.296

15 164.92 226.3 1367.57 13.66 29.28 0.252

For each product, the process variables below were reported (Table 2), where “Quality
Index” is the output variable representing the product’s quality level:

Table 2. The list of the studied manufacturing process variables.

Parameter Name Min Max Mean STD

MOLD_TEMP 121.53 127.35 126.05 0.66

FILL_TIME 9.43 17.41 11.56 2.61

PLAST_TIME 4.31 10.25 5.01 0.53

CYCLE_TIME 115.91 117.47 116.59 0.67

CLOSING_FORCE 1358.89 1442.43 1398.06 17.20

CLAMP_FORCE_PEAK 1386.94 1467.08 1424.99 16.70

TORQUE_PEAK_VAL 146.01 201.97 180.91 7.79

TORQUE_MEAN_VAL 118.58 178.1 161.45 7.44

BACK_PRESS_PEAK_VAL 224.44 233.28 226.65 1.24

INJECT_PRESS_PEAK_VAL 1209.78 1461.65 1396.51 39.55

SCREW_HOLD_POS 12.91 14.04 13.65 0.15

SHOT_VOLUME 28.69 29.81 29.07 0.14

QUALITY_INDEX 0.1 0.75 0.39 0.15
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The quality level of the parts can be explained as shown below (Table 3):

Table 3. Meaning the of quality index value.

QUALITY_INDEX

From To Meaning

0 0.2 Good

0.21 0.35 Acceptable

0.36 0.45 Critical

0.46 - Bad

More data exploration and visualization of some selected process variables can be seen
in Figure 8, which shows the line chart and violin plot of the quality index, plasticization
time, and mold temperature for the 1451 sets of data. The line-chart plot shows a sorted
quality index, where the other plot shows the existence of bimodal distribution. This
comes from the fact that our dataset contains two types of product families peculiar to this
study. On the other hand, Figure 9 shows the plots of the same variables’ distributions as
histograms and raincloud plots.
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4.2.3. Training a Supervised Learning Algorithm as Digital Shadow and DRL Environment

The previous steps of data collection, data cleaning, and data preprocessing are nec-
essary steps within the dataflow from the physical system to its digital representation.
Designing the digital version of the physical system called “Digital Shadow” within our
proposed architecture implies the creation of a replication of the physical system output’s
change behavior based on the changes in the system input. This concept can be greatly
implemented using a supervised machine learning model, where the input variables repre-
sent the manufacturing process parameters, and the output label or target represents the
physical system output which is the produced item and their searched quality specification.
Since we are defending the approach of a special-purpose digital twin, the goal is, thus, to
try cloning the system behavior to generate and optimize a specific product quality (quality
index). Following this logic, the chances of getting a high and accurate representation of
the physical system can be improved by reaching a high machine learning model accuracy
or a very low training and validation error.

We can describe three main targets for such a development:

• Real-time prediction of the quality index based on the actual manufacturing settings;
• Testing of hypothesis by manually changing the process values and observing the

impact on the product quality;
• Playing the role of a virtual training environment for the deep reinforcement learning

algorithm that is used in later steps to make process optimization through trial and error.
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Our dataset was composed of 1451 products, which were produced on a manufacturing
process that can be described by 12 variables. The measured value at the process exit is the
product quality index, which represents the dependent variable for our machine learning
model. In real-life manufacturing, the quality index used for this use case is the optical
transmission characteristic of the resulting product. This index is measured in the quality
department laboratory using some dedicated instruments. The value can range from “Bad”
to “Good” following the measured value. Using a train–test–validate split of the data,
several regression models were assessed and tuned in order to get the results shown in
(Table 4), which are ordered by the mean absolute error value (MAE).

Table 4. Supervised learning models’ metrics comparison.

Model Name MAE MSE RMSE R2 MAPE

Extra Trees Regressor 0.0306 0.0033 0.056 0.8547 0.096

Random Forest Regressor 0.0318 0.0038 0.0598 0.8357 0.0992

CatBoost Regressor 0.0312 0.0036 0.0585 0.8431 0.0995

Gradient Boosting Regressor 0.0353 0.004 0.0614 0.828 0.1123

Extreme Gradient Boosting 0.0357 0.0044 0.0644 0.8109 0.108

Light Gradient Boosting Machine 0.0364 0.0043 0.0639 0.8157 0.1094

Decision Tree Regressor 0.0437 0.0068 0.0806 0.7073 0.1284

K Neighbors Regressor 0.0451 0.0066 0.0806 0.7104 0.1409

AdaBoost Regressor 0.0529 0.0056 0.074 0.7594 0.1529

Linear Regression 0.0565 0.0066 0.0806 0.7129 0.1736

The selected model for this use case is based on the extra trees regression algorithm
with an MAE of 0.0306.

Figure 10 demonstrates a preview of predicted values compared to real values from
the validation set. The selected model very well fits the process data and even generalizes
the validation data well, which is a simulation of unseen data. It is also visible in Figure 11
that some manufacturing parameters (e.g., cycle time) have a greater impact on the results
compared to others.
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Our selection of tree-based regressors, including extra trees, random forest, CatBoost,
gradient boosting, extreme gradient boosting, light gradient boosting machine, and de-
cision tree regressor, was predicated on their strong interpretability, which is crucial for
discerning feature relevance within the complex landscape of manufacturing data. These
models excel in capturing the intricate, non-linear interactions typical of industrial datasets,
and their ensemble nature—pooling multiple models to form a consensus—enhances the
prediction accuracy while mitigating overfitting. Moreover, their inherent robustness to
outliers and variable data distributions is invaluable in a manufacturing context where such
anomalies are prevalent. We also acknowledged the necessity of benchmarking against
simpler algorithms such as K neighbors regressor, AdaBoost regressor, and linear regression
to provide a thorough evaluation of various machine learning strategies. This comprehen-
sive approach confirms the superior performance of tree-based models in handling the
multifaceted and sizable datasets characteristic of our domain.

In the next section, the supervised learning model is used as a training environment
for a deep reinforcement learning algorithm. The latest interacts with the environment
by taking actions which are mainly the changes in the manufacturing process values and
then getting the predicted quality of the product. This resulting quality is then used to
evaluate the quality of the model’s actions by assigning a reward. The model states then
get changed from the previous state to the actual states. The modeling of the DRL models
is described in the next section.

4.3. Deep Reinforcement Learning for Automated Decision-Making

As mentioned earlier, the trained self-prediction model works as a simulated environ-
ment for the actual industrial use case (plastic injection molding). This allows for a more
accurate testing. Because of this, the final process entails the creation of a DRL agent that
interacts with the virtual environment rather than the physical environment. This DRL
agent’s mission is to discover the most effective strategy for improving the product quality
index from a non-optimized process setting that comes from manufacturing random devia-
tions. In this research, we investigated two modeling approaches of the RL environment
in terms of the agent action space. The first approach tried to evaluate the optimization
results using a discrete action space where the changes on each manufacturing parameter
can be reduced as three known actions (increase, decrease, keep unchanged), while in the
second approach, a continuous actions space was experimented. In the second approach,
the changes in the process values are expressed as a sampling of real values from a change
range. The structure of the investigated decision model is illustrated in Figure 12.
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Modeling steps of our DRL models are described as below:

State Representation: This can be considered as the first step of modeling an RL
problem. It consists of defining the state representation of the agent. In our case, we defined
as states the values of each separate process variable in addition to the current product
quality level.

The state vector is composed of twelve values:

St = (mt, f t, pt, ct, c f , c f p, tpv, tmv, bppv, ippv, shp, sv, qi ) ∈ S

where mt, ft, pt, ct, cf, cfp, tpv, tmv, bppv, ippv, shp, and sv represent the values of the process
variables as described in Section 4.2.2, and “qi” is the equivalent product quality.

Action Space: The decision-making agent should be able to optimize the manufactur-
ing process through various types of actions applied to different input process variables. We
experimented with two types of action spaces (multi-discrete and continuous) in this study.
In the discrete action space, the agent takes three possible actions, “increase”, “decrease”,
or “keep unchanged”, on each single process variable.

A = a1 × a2 × ...× a12

where ai = {+2,−2, 0} is the set of possible actions for the i− th process variable.
On the other hand, the experienced continuous action space is a subset of the

12-dimensional interval [−1, 1], which means that each action consists of 12 float val-
ues, each falling between −1 and 1, which we can denote as:

A ⊆ [−1, 1]12

Since the process values have different range magnitudes, state normalization was
applied to avoid the situation of action saturation. This is also enhanced by the choice of
an action space between −1 and 1. The states normalization is applied after getting the
predicted quality index from the supervised learning model and just before supplying the
new states to the deep neural network.

Reward Function: The reward function should be designed to optimize the quality
index of the plastic injected part. From the RL perspective, this function is used to evaluate
the agent’s performance. For our problem, the agent should get a high reward for the cases
where the proposed process parameters, once supplied to the supervised model, give a
predicted quality index that is close to the targeted value. We selected the value of 0.03 as
an accepted deviation from the target, which means the agent will get a negative reward in
case the proposed set of values lead to a prediction that is outside the accepted deviation
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from the target. We also tried to make the positive and the negative rewards proportional
to the distance from the target values. By this, the reward function is given by:

re =


1

0.5+
∣∣∣qipred−qitarget

∣∣∣ if
∣∣∣qipred − qitarget

∣∣∣ ≤ 0.03

− 1
0.5+

∣∣∣qipred−qitarget

∣∣∣ Otherwise

where qipred represents the predicted quality index value, and qitarget is the target value.
We would like to emphasize that our primary objective is not the direct adaptation

of existing deep reinforcement learning (DRL) algorithms to the plastic injection molding
process. Rather, our goal is to conceptualize and demonstrate how this complex manufac-
turing process can be effectively modeled as a DRL problem. This conceptual framework
serves as a cornerstone for understanding and exploring the potential of DRL in enhancing
and optimizing various aspects of the injection molding process.

By representing the plastic injection molding process through the lens of DRL, we
aim to illustrate the versatility and power of DRL algorithms in learning and adapting to
complex, dynamic environments. This approach allows us to leverage the inherent capabil-
ities of DRL to make informed decisions and improvements in the manufacturing process,
potentially leading to significant advancements in efficiency, quality, and sustainability.

We believe that establishing this foundational understanding is crucial. It paves the
way for future research to delve into more intricate adaptations and refinements of DRL
algorithms, specifically tailored to the nuanced needs and challenges of plastic injection
molding and similar sophisticated manufacturing processes. Our research seeks to ignite a
conversation and spur further investigation into this promising interdisciplinary application
of DRL, thereby contributing to the broader field of intelligent manufacturing systems.

In the next section, the results of the DRL models are presented and compared.

5. Research Results and Discussion
5.1. Evaluation Metrics for the Models’ Performance

In this section, a detailed comparison for the performance of each model is discussed.
According to our initial modeling approach, we intend to compare how models perform
in a continuous action space and discrete action space. The result of this comparison
will provide some insights into the suitable modeling methodology for any future similar
projects. This includes comparing the DDPG and TD3 results with the PP0 and A2C results.
In addition, for each modeling approach, we evaluate which model performs the best in
terms of convergence speed, training loss, and agent reward.

In our research, we utilized the deep reinforcement learning (DRL) models provided
by the Stable Baselines library, specifically focusing on proximal policy optimization (PPO),
twin delayed DDPG (TD3), advantage actor–critic (A2C), and deep deterministic policy
gradient (DDPG). For each model, we adhered to the default hyper parameters as a baseline
for comparison and consistency. For the PPO, this included a learning rate of 0.00025,
n_steps of 128, and a batch size of 64. TD3 was implemented with a learning rate of 0.001
and a batch size of 100. A2C utilized a learning rate of 0.0007 and n_steps of 5. Lastly,
the DDPG was configured with a learning rate of 0.001 and a batch size of 100. These
parameters were chosen to maintain a standard setting, allowing for a clear and unbiased
evaluation of each model’s performance under common conditions. By using the default
settings, we ensure that our results are comparable with other studies and provide a solid
baseline for further experimentation and refinement.

In Figure 13, we show the training evolution in terms of the episodes’ mean reward
over 190,000 steps for the four tested algorithms, while Figure 14 shows the episodes’ mean
length. The curves show different learning behaviors which can provide much information
about the model’s suitability for our problem.
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First, it is worth noting that the continuous action space used for TD3 and the DDPG
is more complex than the discrete action space used for the PPO and A2C. The continuous
action space being a subset of a 12-dimensional interval may be the reason why it is more
difficult to optimize. In addition, the fact that the process values have different magnitudes
gives more complexity to the problem. However, the normalization of the states that we
apply before supplying them to the deep neural network may help achieve a better result.

The second factor that is, perhaps, creating different model behaviors is the reward
function. We cannot be sure without a deeper analysis if the reward function we defined
helps some of the models to converge faster than others, considering the nature of each of
the algorithms. The reward function was made to encourage the agent to reach a target
quality index with a small tolerance (0.03). This kind of reward function might favor the
PPO, which has a rising trend, because it shows that the agent is always getting better
at what it does. On the other hand, the fact that A2C is getting worse shows that it is
struggling to meet the quality index goal. We also observe that TD3 and the DDPG are
having a fluctuating trend, which indicates that they continue to learn, without converging,
how to optimize the continuous action space. Trying to allow more training time may
reveal the start of some convergence over time.

In general, when attempting to explain the reported differences in performance that
can be seen between the four algorithms, there are several variables to take into consider-
ation. It is highly likely that the combination of variables, such as action space difficulty,
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reward function, supervised learning model selection, and hyper-parameters used for each
algorithm, all play a role in the determination of the effectiveness of each compared to
the others.

It is possible that the differences in the hyper-parameters that are used for each
algorithm also contribute to the differences in performance that have been observed. To
achieve the best possible outcomes, it is essential to guarantee that the hyper-parameters of
each algorithm and environment are meticulously adjusted.

Finally, it is possible that the supervised learning model that was used to make the
prediction of the quality score is another element that contributes to the variations in
performance. It is conceivable that certain algorithms are better adapted to the predictive
precision of the model than others, which could contribute to variations in performance.

Trying to interpret additional PPO model metrics gives more insights about the model
robustness and learning consistency. In Figure 15, we observe different trends of Value
Loss, Policy Gradient Loss, Training Loss, and Entropy Loss. The first metric measures the
difference between the predicted value of the current state and the actual value obtained
from the environment. We consider that getting a low value means that the state values
get predicted with good accuracy by the model. Our curve goes down after step 160,000,
which means that the model improves its ability to make good decisions. Allowing for
more training steps can help us to understand how this ability will improve over time.
Meanwhile, the Policy Gradient Loss measures the difference between the predicted actions
and the actions that would have been taken according to the actual policy. Getting better
rewards the relay on predicting the best actions, which generates a lower loss. Combining
the previous two losses gives the Training Loss, which gives an overall overview of the
model’s training. Lastly, the Entropy Loss measures the randomness of the actions taken
by the model. With a model exploring different actions (which is important for discovering
optimal policies), the loss gets higher over time. We observe that the curve of the PPO
model starts to flatten at the end of the training period, meaning that our model is doing
less random actions and may be converging to an optimal policy.
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The A2C seems to converge to an optimal policy very fast (before step 40,000) since the
Value Loss and the Entropy Loss reach zero and stay steady during the remaining training
time (Figure 16). However, this may indicate that A2C is the best model for our problem
because the reward result is low for the selected policy compared to the PPO model. This
means that the PPO still the best choice in this case.
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The performance of the actor and critic networks of the TD3 algorithms can be dis-
cussed in terms of loss, which indicates how they are performing, respectively, in terms
of policy function and value function. A low actor loss indicates that the policy function
makes the best action in each state, while a low critic loss indicates that the expected return
for a given state and action is predicted accurately. In Figure 17, we can see that both
the actor loss and critic loss increase over time until the last steps, where they started
to decrease. This means that the policy function does not improve as much as it should.
However, the smooth curve indicates a steady progress toward a better policy. The same
observation is made about the value function side, which can indicate some difficulties in
convergence in the allowed training time. In conclusion, both curves continue to increase
and start to flatten at the end of the training period, which means that the model perhaps
approaches an optimal policy, which may be reached if more training steps are allowed.
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For the DDPG model (Figure 18), the loss of the actor and critic networks gets fixed
during the first 70,000 steps, meaning that there is no improvement during this learning
phase. Then, the model starts to improve quickly and converge towards a better policy.
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In the next section, we describe how all the previous pieces of machine learning models
should be tied together into a one specific-purpose digital twin in order to ensure a good
manufacturing process performance.
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5.2. Run-to-Convergence Comparison between PPO and TD3

While both algorithms performed well, the PPO seemed to have an edge over TD3
in terms of short training sessions. This raised the question of whether TD3 required a
longer training to converge due to the complexity of continuous action spaces. To explore
this further, we decided to conduct a second run of experiments with both algorithms. We
increased the training time for both algorithms and added a stopping mechanism to ensure
that the algorithms did not train endlessly. The results of the new experiments showed
that TD3 outperformed the PPO in terms of mean episode reward, which confirmed our
previous hypothesis. However, it is important to note that the difference in performance
was not very significant. Furthermore, we found that TD3 required significantly more
training time than the PPO to achieve its optimal performance. While the PPO only took
eight hours of training, TD3 needed twenty hours to achieve greater result. This suggests
that TD3 may be a more computationally expensive algorithm compared to the PPO.
Nonetheless, the results showed that TD3 is a promising algorithm for continuous action
spaces, and with sufficient training, it can outperform the PPO (Figure 19).
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In the next section, we describe how all the previous pieces of machine learning models
should be tied together into one specific-purpose digital twin in order to ensure a good
manufacturing process performance.

5.3. Inference Architecture and Dataflow for the Specific-Purpose Digital Twin

We must connect all the machine learning models and incorporate them into an
inference system in order to build the specific-purpose digital twin for the manufacturing
process. This system’s objectives include data collection, decision-making based on the
data obtained, and real-time manufacturing process control.

The sensors and equipment on the manufacturing floor that produce the raw data
are the first to enter the inference system’s dataflow. The edge devices, which are in
charge of pre-processing and filtering the data, then gather and process these data. The
pre-processed data are subsequently transmitted from the edge devices to the cloud, where
the decision-making engine further analyzes and makes use of them.

The system’s smooth operation depends on the communication protocols that are
used for data collection and transfer. The MQTT protocol is what we opted to employ
because it handles enormous volumes of data effectively and simply. The edge devices
operate as publishers, and the cloud acts as the subscriber, in a publish–subscribe pattern
for data collection and transmission. The deep reinforcement learning algorithm serves as
the foundation for the decision-making engine, which is in charge of selecting choices based
on the pre-processed data. The algorithm takes the environment’s status information as
input and produces an action that will improve the manufacturing process. The algorithm
continuously develops its decision-making skill over time by using historical data from the
manufacturing process as training data.
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A digital shadow Is used to replicate the manufacturing process in order to ensure
that the judgments made by the algorithm are accurate and effective. Before being used in
the actual manufacturing process, the algorithm’s judgments can be verified and assessed
in a virtual environment because of the digital shadow.

Overall, the specific-purpose digital twin for the manufacturing process is a compli-
cated system that necessitates the fusion of many machine learning models and communi-
cation protocols. The decision-making engine depends on the dataflow from the sensors
and machines to operate, and the usage of a digital shadow guarantees the accuracy and
efficacy of the algorithm’s conclusions.

5.4. Bridging Research Gaps with an Autonomous AI-Enabled Digital Twin Framework

In the introduction section, we highlighted three main limitations in the current
research on the digital twin technology for manufacturing processes. Firstly, many ap-
proaches are proposed without a clear emphasis on the industrialization phase or adaptabil-
ity to different types of manufacturing processes. Secondly, some practical methodologies
for digital twins are too rigid and difficult to apply in different contexts. Thirdly, there is a
lack of research on the decision-making aspect of digital twins, particularly in integrating
modern artificial intelligence capabilities.

To address these limitations, we proposed a framework for implementing an au-
tonomous AI-enabled digital twin for any type of manufacturing process. This framework
utilizes machine learning techniques such as supervised learning, deep reinforcement learn-
ing, and optimization to create a data-driven approach to modeling and decision-making.
In the discussion section, we evaluate the results of our framework and its implications for
future research.

We highlight the importance of developing adaptable and scalable digital twin systems
that can be applied to different manufacturing processes and industries. We also discuss the
potential for integrating other advanced technologies such as the Internet of Things (IoT)
to enhance the capabilities of digital twins. Overall, our framework and its implementation
in the plastic injection molding use case demonstrate the potential for the digital twin
technology to revolutionize manufacturing processes and decision-making support.

6. Conclusions

This paper introduces a novel methodology for designing an AI-based, specific-
purpose digital twin to enhance manufacturing processes. Shifting from traditional models
that rely on physical laws, our approach leverages real-time data and machine learning
for a more dynamic and accurate representation of complex systems. We emphasize the
importance of process stability and product quality, underlining the critical role of precise
machine settings and parameters. Our concept of a specific-purpose digital twin addresses
the challenges of a broader adoption by targeting specific operational objectives, thereby
improving feasibility and value. We detail effective data collection and pre-processing
methods, ensuring traceability and accurate mapping between process inputs and qual-
ity outputs. Our data-driven replica of the physical model captures real-time changes
and continuously updates for relevance and accuracy. By integrating supervised learning
algorithms, the digital twin continuously learns and adapts, optimizing manufacturing
parameters in real time to maintain a high product quality. Overall, our contributions
provide a strategic framework for deploying digital twins in manufacturing, promising
significant improvements in quality, efficiency, and adaptability.

We provide a thorough analysis of the use of deep reinforcement learning algorithms
in manufacturing processes in this work. For a particular manufacturing issue, we tested
four distinct DRL algorithms: PPO, A2C, TD3, and DDPG. We also offer interpretations of
the metrics and the effectiveness of these models.

The PPO algorithm performs the best in terms of generating the highest cumulative
reward, according to our results. Although the A2C algorithm’s final reward is lower than
the PPO algorithm’s, it exhibits a faster convergence to an optimal policy. Although they
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could need more training steps to completely converge, the TD3 and DDPG algorithms also
showed consistent progress in the direction of a superior policy. We also discuss how these
DRL models, together with the dataflow, communication protocols, and decision-making
engine, can be integrated into a dedicated digital twin for manufacturing operations.
Utilizing digital twins can lower operating expenses and enhance the performance of
manufacturing processes. Even though our research offers insightful information about
the application of DRL to manufacturing processes, there are still some things that could
be done better. One drawback of our research is that we only tested a small selection of
DRL algorithms; other algorithms might be able to perform even better on this particular
manufacturing problem. The models might not generalize well to other manufacturing
problems or environments because we considered a fixed environment. Future studies
might concentrate on investigating additional DRL algorithms and analyzing how well
they work when applied to various manufacturing issues. Investigating ways to strengthen
these models’ extension and increase their capacity for environmental adaptation would
also be intriguing. Last but not least, the incorporation of other technologies like computer
vision and IoT sensors may offer extra information and insights for production process
optimizations. The findings of our research show, in summary, how DRL algorithms can
improve the efficiency of manufacturing processes. Manufacturers can streamline their
operations and lower operating costs by integrating these models into a specific-purpose
digital twin, which can boost revenue and competitiveness.
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